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The present study examined the ability of newborns and 2-month-olds to detect phonetic
differences between syllables. By relying on the modified high-amplitude sucking procedure,
which did not permit the infants to use a simple same-different response, the present experiments
tapped the perceptual representations of the speech sounds. Infants as young as a few days old
displa)'ed some capacity to represent differences in a set of syllables varying in their phonetic
composition, although there was no convincing evidence that their representations were stmctured in terms of phonetic segments. Finally, evidence of developmental changes in speech.
processing were noted for the first time \\;th infants in this age range. The change noted was a
tendency from global toward more specific representations on the part of the older infants_

Understanding how an infant becomes a recognizer of
fluent speech requires knowledge of a variety of cognitive
processes. First, and perhaps most obviously, it is necessary
to define the role of the underlying sensory capacities that
infants have that enable them to perceive speech sound differences. Second, one must have some knowledge of the
perceptual representation (in panicular, its level of detail) that
infants have for potential words in the language. Third, one
needs to determine how knowledge of the sound structure of
a panicular language influences the perceptual representation
used to access the meaning of words in fluent speech. Aspects
of the sound structure that might be expected to influence the
perceptual representation include the inventory of the sound
classes and their physical manifestations (i.e., phonemes and
allophones) as well as information about permissible sequences of segments in the language (i.e., phonotactic constraints).
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At present, considerable data ha'.e been gathered on the
first of these areas, the infant's sensory capacities (for a
complete review of this literature, see Aslin, Pisoni, & Jusczyk,
1983). The past 15 years of research have established that
infants can detect fine differences in speech sounds that are
relevant to distinguishing among words (e.g., Eimas, 1975;
Eimas & Miller, 1980b; Eimas, SiqueJand, Jusc:lyk, &
Vigorito, 1971; Morse, 1972). Moreover, infants are apparently not limited to discriminating the contrasts spoken in
their native language as there is evidence of discrimination of
foreign language contrasts as well (Aslin, Pisoni, Hennessy, &
Perey, 1981; Lasky, Syrdal-Lasky, & KJein, 1975; Streeter,
1976; Trehub, 1976; Werker & Tees, 1984; Werker, 1986). In
addition, infants possess some means for ignoring variations
introduced into the speech signal by changes in intonation or
speakers' voices (Kuhl, 1979, 1983), Thus, along with their
fine discriminative capacities, they also seem to have some
measure of perceptual constancy for speech.
In contrast to the developing understanding of the sensory
capacities of infants, much less is known about their perceptual representations of speech or how these representations
are affected by a growing familiarity with the sound structure
of a specific language. Research on these two problems is in
its beginning stages. With respect to the nature of the perceptual representation, Jusczyk and Derrah (1987; see also Jusczyk, 1982) reported results from a study with 2-month-olds
suggesting that early representations may be global and unstructured. Other findings with 6-month-olds tested in a training paradigm by Kuhl (1980) and by Hillenbrand (1985) have
been interpreted as implicating representations that are bundles of phonetic features (but see Mehler, 1985 for an alternative explanation). Finally, given the limited data on the
perceptual representations themselves, it is not surprising that
there is linle information on how experience with a specific
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language affects the nature of the representations. However,
recent efforts by Werker (1986; Werker & Tees, 1984) to
examine cross-linguistic differences in longitudinal studies are
a useful step in this direction.
Of course, infant speech perception studies are not the only
existing source of information. Investigators of child phonology have accumulated data on the development of lexical
representations (e.g., Ferguson & Macken, 1983; Ingram,
1974; l(jparsky & Menn, 1977; Vihman, 1978). However, for
the most part, they have examined the production, as opposed
to the perception, of speech. The few studies of perceptual
- abilities that do exist present results that seem inconsistent
with the fine discriminative capacities reported in infant
speech perception studies. In particular, the phonological
development studies, which focus on early word learning,
describe a protracted process of acquiring phonemic contrasts
a step at a time over the course ofm:my months (e.g., Garnica,
1973; Shvachkin, 1973).
One possible explanation for these discrepant developmental pictures is that the studies tapped different kinds of
capacities. Thus, as noted earlier, most infant speech perception studies focus on underlying sensory cap3citics, whereas
the studies of phonological development examine the perceptual representation of words. To see why this is so, consider
the nature of the tasks. A typical infant speech perception
experiment employing a procedure like high-amplitude sucking is a same-different discrimination task. The infant need
only notice that the preshift and postshift stimuli diner; the
infant need not register the way in which they dilTer. A wordlearning task imposes a different problem. In such a task, the
child is presented with a number of objects, each with an
unfamiliar name. The child must learn which name goes with
which object. Here, the child cannot succeed by making
simple same-difTerent judgments; the child must develop a
unique representation of the sound properties of the name
that alIow it to be picked out from all the other possible
names. Presumably, the representation developed for this
purpose is related to the analysis that the underlying sensory
capacities provide, but in what way is not clear..
In principle, there are many ways in which sensory information could be used in perceptual representations. For the
sake of argument, consider two extreme views. On the one
hand, fine-grained information could be incorporated directly
into the perceptual representations. Thus, the infant's representations might be packed with precise feature specifications
for each phonetic segment. By this view, one might even
expect to find that infant's earliest representations of words
are more detailed than those of adults because in acquiring a
language one learns to ignore those acoustic distinctions that
are not meaningful (phonemic) for the language. On the other
hand, given the goal of arriving at a maximally efficient
representation of the sound structure of words-one
that
alIows them to be identified rapidly and accurately during
fluent speech-the perceptual representation used to access
the lexicon may include only enough detail to distinguish
current set of items in the lexicon. After funher experience
with the language and its sound structure, and as more words
are added to the lexicon, more detailed representations would
be developed. At this point, the representations are elaborated
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with additional infom1ation available from the sensory capacities. By this alternative view, the infant's earliest representations would be expected to be considerably more global than
those of adults. (For funher discussion of these opposing
views see Jusczyk, 1985a; Kuhl, 1985; Mehler, 1985.)
It is clear that more data are necessary to determine the
nature of the relation between the perceptual representations
and the underlying sensory capacities. A logical first step is to
obtain an indication of the structure of the representations
prior to a great deal of input from a particular language. In
this way, the influences of later experience with language on
the representation can be identified. Ideally, the earlier that
infants' representations can be examined, the better. However,
the testing of very young infants presents practical problems.
These infants tend to have a limited response repetoire and
short sleep-awake cycles. Such factors further complicate
what is an already dinicult task. Even with adults, perceptual
representations cannot be studied directly. Instead, the nature
of such representations must be inferred from the consequences they have for the performance of a wide variety of.
tasks, for example, those involving categorization. Thus, the
inherent structure and organization of perceptual representations are expected to affect performance on classification
tasks. Specifically, those groupings of stimuli which correspond to an inherent perceptual organization form natural
equivalence classes. Such groupings are more easily learned
than those which cannot be related as directly to an inherent
perceptual organization. Accordingly, one way to obtain infom1ation about infants' perceptual representations of speech
is by observing the kinds of categories that they are able to
form based on similarities between different sounds.
One way to explore young infants' perceptual representations (Jusczyk, 1985b) involves a modification of the highamplitude sucking procedure. Normally, this procedure involves the repeated presentation of a speech sound contingent
on the infant's sucking responses. During the preshift phase
of the experiment a single sound is presented until sucking
declines to some predetermined habituation criterion, then a
new sound is substituted for the' old one. Discrimination of
this postshift stimulus from the preshift one is indexed by a
significant increase in sucking in response to the new stimulus.
This procedure extracts a same-different judgment from infants. Jusczyk (I985b) suggested several changes in the procedure to induce the infants to represent each of the individual
stimuli. For this purpose, a set of different syllables presented
randomly is substituted for the single preshift stimulus. During the postshift phase a new stimulus is added to the original
I

This comparison of the word-learning and speech discrimination

tasks highlights an imponant consideration when evaluating the
infant's representation of speech sounds. One needs to establish
whether a description structured in terms of experimenter-defined
features is reallythe same one on which the infant perceiver operates
(Kemler Nelson, 1984). Thus, just because an experimenter can
provide an analytic description of the stimuli in terms of phonetic
featuresi,thisdoes not mandate that the infant has a phonetic feature
based representation of speech sounds. Instead, other descriptions
may be compatible with the available data. One such alternative,
given the speech discrimination results, is that the representations
that infants operate on may be global or holistic ones.
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set of stimuli. A simple. same-different response will not
suffice for this task. Because the sounds in the preshift set
already differ from each other in various ways,the only means
of detecting the new item is by having encoded sufficient
information about each member of the set to distinguish it
from the others and any potential new item. In this respect,
the task posed by the modified high-amplitude sucking procedure bears certain similarities to the one involved in early
word learning.
With the modified high-amplitude sucking procedure, infants' categorization abilities can provide a source of infor-.
mation about their perceptual representations. One basic
question concerns the elementary units of representations.
Are words representedholisticaIlyor as combinations of more
elementary units? rf the latter is true, are these units groups
of syIlables,strings of phonetic segments, coIlections of phonetic features, or entities of some other description? One way
to approach this problem is to start with one of the smaller
units and to see if infants can easily learn categories corresponding to such units. rf so, then (he representations are
organized in a waythat allowssuch units to be easilyextracted.
If not, then the appropriate level of description may involve
a largerunit. Much discussion in the area of speech perception
has focused on whether phonetic segments or some larger
entities, such as syllables, serve as basic units in on-line
processing (e.g., t-.kNeill & Lindig, 1973; Savin & Bever,
1970).For this reason, it is reasonable to bcgin by examining
whether infants categorize speech in terms of phonetic segments.
Jusczyk and Derrah (1987) used the modified high-amplitude sucking procedure to investigate whether-2-momh-old
infants showed any evidence of representing syllablesin temlS
of phonetic segments. rn the preshift period, all the syllables
contained a common segment, [b]. During the postshift
period, the new token added to the set was one which either
included or did not include a [b) segment. On the basis of
previous studies of categorization with young infants (e.g.,
Bornstein, Kessen, & Weiskopf, 1976; Cohen & Strauss,
1979),it was expectedthat if the infants' representations were
structured by phonetic segments, then the new item from the
familiar [b] category would be perceived as more similar to
the other set members than an item from some novel consonant category such as [d]. In fact, the infants did not display
significantly higher postshift response rates to the novel category item. Thus, the data did not provide evidence that early
perceptual representations are structured in terms of phonetic
segments.
The present study extends the work of Jusczyk and Derrah
(1987) in severalways.First, it againexamines whether infants
give evidence of perceptual representations structured in
terms of a string of phonetic segments. However, in addition
to investigating stop-consonant segments, it also explores the
role of vowel information in perceptual representations. Second, the present study attempts to provide an even earlier
index of perceptual representations by testing not only 2month-olds, but also newborns. Although previous investigations have not revealed any developmental differences in
this age range, these studies have focused on the infant's
discriminative capacities.Given the assumption that linguistic
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input has its primary impact not on the underlying capacities,
but on the perceptual representations, it seems useful to
investigate the possibility of developmental differences even
during this early period of linguistic exposure.

Experiments lA and IB
An indication that young infants represent speech as a
sequence of phonetic segments has a number of important
implications for the study of speech perception. First, it would
imply that the mechanisms for segmenting speech are in place
at birth, and that these mechanisms rely on relatively lowlevel information available in an auditory or phonetic analysis
of the signal rather than higher level syntactic or semantic
cues. Second, a finding that young infants have a common
perceptual representation for the same phonetic segment in
different contexts would limit accounts of such phonetic
invariance to mechanisms that could be reasonably postulated
of infants. This would presumably rule out learning accounts,
although it would not necessarily eliminate either an acoustic
(e.g., Blumstein & Stevens, 1980; Searle, Jacobson, & Rayment, 1979) or motor theory (e.g., A.M. Liberman, Cooper,
Shankwciler, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1967; A.M. Liberman &
Mattingly, 1985) explanation of such behavior.
Much of the discussion concerning possible invariants for
speech sounds has centered around stop consonants (e.g.,
Kewley-Port, Pisoni, & Studdert-Kcnnedy, 1983; A.M. Liberman et aI., 1967; Searle et aI., 1979; Stevens & Blumstein,
1981). For this reason, our first experiment examined whether
infants display. any tendency to represent the stop consonant
[b] when it recurs in the initial position in a series of diOerent
syllables. To reduce the possibility that infants might respond
to some common acoustic fcature of the stimuli other than
their phonetic identity, the syllables in the stimulus set were
chosen to maximize ditTerences in their formant structure.
Thus, the syllables in the original stimulus set were [bi] (as in
bee), Lbo] (as in bOIl'/), [ba--](as in berg), [ba] (as in body).
Infants in all test conditions heard these syllables during the
preshift phase of the experiment. During the postshift phase
of the experiment, a new syllable was added to the stimulus
set. The new syllable was either a new instance from the [b]
category (viz., [bu] as in boo) or an instance from a new stop
consonant category (viz., [du] or [da». The expectation was
that if the infants represented the syllables in the preshift set
as a common [b] plus an accompanying vocalic segment, then
a new [b] syllable should be Jess novel than a [d] syllable. This
lack of novelty would show up in terms of either a smaller
increase in postshift sucking or a shorter time to rehabituate
to the postshift set. To evaluate this hypothesis, 2-month-olds
in Oregon and newborns in France were tested with the
modified high-amplitude sucking procedure and identical
stimuli.

Method
Procedure
Experimenl IA. Each 2.month-old was tested indhidually in a
small laboratory room. The infant was placed in a reclining chair
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facing a picture projected on an otherwise blank wall approximately
I m away. An image of flowers was displayed on the sereen for the
entire test session. The picture: was projected just above a loudspeaker
through which the test stimuli were played. Each infant sucked on a
blind nipple: held in place: by an experimenter who wore headphones
and listened to recorded music throughout the test session. A second
experimenter in an adjacent room monitored the test apparatus.
The experimental procedure was a modification of the high.amplitude sucking technique devised by Sique]and and Delucia (1969).
For each infant, the high amplitude sucking criterion and the: baseline
rate of high-amplitude sucking were established prior to the presentation of any test stimuli. The criterion for high-amplitude sucking
was adjusted to produce rates of 15-35 sucks/min. After a baseline
rate was established, the presentation of stimuli was made contingent
upon the rate of high-amplitude sucking. Criterion sucks resulted in
the presentation of one of the four syllables from preshift set. Which
of the syllables the infant heard was unpredictable because the syllables had been prerecorded on audio tape in a random order. Thus, it
was possible that the infant might hear the same syllable or a different
one for successive criterion sucks. Because the stimuli had a duration
of 300 ms and an interstimulus interval of 700 ms was used, the
maximum stimulus presentation rate was one stimulus per second. If
the infant produced a burst of sucking responses. with interresponse _
times of less than I s, then each response did not produce one
presentation of one stimulus. Rather, the timing apparatus was reset
so as to provide continuous auditory feedback for I s after the last
response of the sucking burst. Use of a programm:!ble logic board
ensured that all stimulus presentations were uninterrupted.
The criterion for satiation to the first stimulus was a decrement in
sucking rate of 25% or more over 2 consecutive minutes comp:!red
with the rate in the immediately preceding minute. At this point, the
auditory stimulation was changed without interrup.tion by switching
channels on the tape recorder. For infants in the experimental conditions, the change resulted in the addition of a new syllable to the
stimulus set. To ensure that infants had suflicient opportunity to hear
the new s)'lIable, given the random ordering of the items, the frequency of appearance of the new token was set so that it occurred as
often as all the other set members combined (~ee Figure I). For
infants in the control condition, no new token was added to the set.
-However, the frequency of appearance or one of the original set
members was increased so as to occur as often as all the remaining
set members combincd.] This change was made to ensure that any
increase in postshift responding by infants in the experimental conditions was not due simply to the detection of a change in frequency
of one of the set members. The infant's sensitivity to the change in

Preshift Stimulus Set
bi, ba, bo, b.,.., (presented in random, rather than fixed, order)
Postshif~ Stimulus Set
Preshift set plus a new syllable of one of the follo ;ng types:
(a) new instance from a familiar category (e.g., bu), making
the postshift set: bi, ba, bo, b.,..,bu (random).
(b) new instance from a novel category (e.g., du), making
the post shift set: bi, ba, bo, b.,..,du (random).
(c) no new instance; instead, the frequency of one of the
preshifl set members is increased (e.g., ba), making the
postshift set: bi, ba, bo, ba, b.,..,ba (random). This is the

control group.

.

Figure J. Modifiedhigh-amplitude sucking procedure

auditory stimulation was inferred from comparisons of response rates
of subjects in the experimental and control conditions during the
postshift period. The postshift period lasted for at least 4 min or until
the infant showed a 25% decrease in sucking for two consecutive
minutes.
Experiment JB. Several minor changes were made to accommodate the newborns. The infants were awakened 2 hr after feeding.
When they were in a quiet active state, testing began. The infants
were tested in a reclining position in a bassinet. In place of an
experimenter holding the pacifier in the infant's mouth, an adjustable
mechanical arm was used. Bccause this device effectively oriented the
infant's head toward the speaker, no slide was necessary to focus
attention. In all other respects the procedure was identical to that in
Experiment IA.

Stimuli
The stimuli were synthetic speech syllables prepared on a POP 11/
23+ computer and generated ith a KJatt (1980) synthesizer in the
Speech Perception Laboratory at the University of Oregon. The
parameters for the stimuli were modelec after spectrograms of natural
syllables produced by Peter Jusczyk. The stimuli were generated with
release bursts and equated for overall duration and pitch contour.
The latter h:!d an initial value of 121 Hz, rose to a peak after 50 ms,
then fell linearly to a terminal value of 100 Hz. Syllables sharing a
common vowel (viz., (bu), (du) and (ba), (da)) ere equated in all
respects except for their second- and third-formant transition values.
In order to produce rcalistic sounding vowels, the formant frequencies
ere allowed to vary slightly over time to match the characteristics
of the natural tokens. The average values of the first, second, and
third formants were the following: 250 Hz, 2125 Hz, and 3000 Hz:
for (i); 500 Hz, 1050 Hz, and 2240 Hz: for (o); 600 Hz, 1200 Hz, and
1600 Hz for (;,-); 750 Hz, 1200 Hz, and 2350 Hz for (a); 320 Hz, 900
Hz, and 2240 Hz for (u).
Test tapes were prepared using an audio tape-making program.
Digitized waveforms of the stimuli were converted to :lI1alog form in
real time via a 12-bit digital-to-analog convene~, low-pass filtered at
4.8 kHz, and record cd on a Revo:< 77A tape recorder. The preshift
set was recorded on one channel of the audio tape and the postshift
set on the other.

Design
Each infant was seen for one experimental session. At each age
]evel, an equal num~r of subjects (12 two-month-olds, IS ne borns)
was assigned randomly to each of four test groups. All test groups
heard the same set of syllables during the preshift phase, a randomly
varying sequence of (bi), (bo), (b.,..), and (ba). The groups differed
only in the postshift stimulus sets (see Table I). Thus, for subjects in
the: "bu group, the new token (bu) added to the stimulus set shared
its initial consonant with other mem~rs of the set. For subjects in
the "du" group, the new token (duJ added to the set differed from
the other members in both its consonant and vowel. In order to assess
] Jusez)'k and Derrah (1987) included both this frequency control
group and a traditional one involving no change whatsoever in the:
stimuli during the preshift and postshift periods. They compared the:
two groups to determine whether infants might respond to the
changed frequency of one of the items in the postshift set. There was
no difference in the way in which the groups performed during the
postshift period. Similarly, in a pilot experiment \\;th newborn infants, we found no differences between the frequency control group
and the traditional one. For this reason, we elected to use only the
frequency control in the present study.
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Table I
Design of Experiment 1A and 1B
Test
condition
Preshiftset
Postshift set

Change
new vo el
only
du
bi, b3", bo, ba bi, b3", bo, ba, du new consonant
and V
new consonant
da
bi, b3", bo, ba bi, b3", bo, da
only
control
bi, b3",bo, ba bi, b3",bo, ba
none
Note. In each case the frcquency of occurrence of the new token is
equated to the frequencyof all the other tokens combined.
bu

i,I
I
i

I

I

I

bi, b3", bo, ba

ApparalllS
Experiment 104_ A blind nipple was connected to a Grass PT5
volumetric pressure transducer, which in turn was coupled to a Grass
(Model 7) polygraph. A Schmitt trigger provided a digital output of
criterial high-amplitude sucking responses. Additional equipment
included a Teac (13OOSX) tape recorder, a Kenwood (K.-\-35OO)
amplifier, a JBL (4301 B) loudspeaker, a Grason-Stadler (Model 1200)
programmable logic board, a power supply, two rel:1ys, and an
electronic counter. Each criterial response acth'ated a timer on the
logic board for a I.s period or restarted the period. Auditory stimulation at a level of 71 :!: 2 dB (C) SPL (approximately 15 dB above
the background noise level caused by the ventilation system) was
available whenever the timer was in an active state. Using the logic
bo~rd to monitor the auditory signals on the tape recorder ensured
that the timer was never activated in the middle of one of the auditory
stimuli.
Experiment lB. A slightly different configuration of equipment
was used. A set of ekctronic circuits and devices (specially designed
by Centre d'electronique et de mini-infonnatique in Lyon) were used
to monitor and record sucking and to initiate the presentation of the
sounds. A Tandberg TD 20A tape recorder, a Scott 417 A stereo
amplifier, and a Braun L 620 loudspeaker
ere used to provide the
audio output. The same presentation conditions as describo-..d for
Experiment IA were followed.

Subjects
Experiment /A. The subjects were 48 infants (34 male, 26 female)
with a mean age of 10.2 weeks. To obtain 48 infants for the study, it
was necessary to test 174. Subjects were excluded for the following
reasons: cl)ing (44%), falling asleep prior to shift (21 %), failure to
acquire the conditioned response (11 %), ceasing to suck during the
course of the experiment (10%), failure to achieve the habituation
criterion \\;thin 24 Olin (7%), and miscellaneous (gagging, bowel
movements, experimenter error, etc.; 7%).
Experiment / B. The subjects were 60 infants (30 male, 30 female)
with a mean age of 4.25 da)'s (mean gestational age'" 39.8 weeks and
mean weight =- 3,378 g). To obtain 60 infants, it was necessary to test
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106, Subjects were excluded for the following reasons: cl)'ing (6.5%),
falling asleep prior to shift (72%), failure to achieve the habituation
criterion (II %), ceasing to suck during the course of the experiment
(4%), and miscellaneous (6.5%).

bi, b3", bo, ba, bu

the effect of a consonant change alone, a third group-the
"da"
group
as tested. For this group, the consonantal information for
one of the stimuli was changed from [ba] in the preshift phase to [da]
during the postshift phase. Finally, because the syllable added during
the postshift phase always occurred as often as all other set members
combined, a comparable change was made for the control group.
Thus, for this group, the only. change.during.the postshift period was
an increase in frequency for the [ba] token which now occurred as
often as the other three sct members combined.
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Results
Experiment

1A

For purposes of statistical comparison, subjects' sucking
rates were examined for four intervals: baseline minute, third
minute before shift, average of minutes I and 2 before shift,
and averageof the first 2 min after shift. These data were then
used to calculate difference scores for each of the fottowing
rate comparisons: (a) acquisition of the sucking response:
third minute before shift
before shift

- average

-

baseline; (b) satiation: third minute
of the last two minutes before shift; (c)

release from satiation: average of the first two minutes after
shift average of the last two minutes before shift.
Subjects in a1l sessions acquired the conditioned- highamplitude sucking response and satiated to the preshift stimulus set.) The data concerning release from satiation are
displayed in the left portion of Figure 2. Randomization tests
for independent samples (Siegel, 1956) were used to assess
postshift sucking performance. For each experimental group,
the release from satiation score was compared with that of
the control condition. All three experimental groups showed
significantlygreater increases in sucking than did the controls

-

(t values with df

=

22 ranged from 1.84 to 2.26, p < .05 or

better, one-tailed). Thus, each of these groups detected the
addition of the new item in the postshift set. More important,
comparisons of the postshift performance of the [bu] group
with the [duJ and [da) groups gave no indication of significant
differences for this period, t(22) = 0.13 and 0.08, respectively.
Thus, there was no evidence that the addition of syttables
from a novel stop-consonant Cltegory produced greater postshift increases than a new syllable from the familiar stop
consonant category.
Another way in which a common representation of stopconsonant infonnation might reveal itself in postshift responding is in the time it takes for infants to rehabituate to
the stimulus set. Specifically,if there is something inherently
more similar about syllables that include a common stopconsonant segment, then although a new instance from the
familiar [b] category might spur some initial interest, the
greater overall similarity of the postshift set to the preshift set
may result in a shorter time to rehabituate than to a set that
includes an instance from a novel category. The data were
analyzed with respect to the number of minutes infants responded during the postshift period. Sessionswere terminated
for crying, sleeping, or when the infant's sucking rate declined
by 25% for two consecutive minutes from the high minute of
postshift responding, The mean times to rehabituation for the
"bu," "du," and, "da" groups were 4.83, 4.67 and 5.17 min,
) Unlike Kuhl and Miller(1982), we [ound no tendency whatsoever
that the presence of multiple tokens in the preshift set resulted in
longer times to satiation than for our studies with a single item during
the prcshift period,
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Figure 2. Mean change in postshift sucking for 2-month-old and
newborn subjects in cach of the text conditions for the consonant
catcgorization task. (The .sc.ores.are dctcrmined by subtracting the
average sucking ratcs from the last two preshift minutes from the
averageof the first two postshift minutes.)
respectively. Neither the comparison between the "buH and
"du" group, 1(22) = 0.33, nor the comparisonbetween the
"bu" and "da" group, 1(22) = 0.72, approached statistical
significance. Thus, once again the data provide no indication
that infants represented the syllables as [b] plus a vowel
category.

Experiment JB
The data from the newborns were analyzed as were those
from the 2-month-olds. As for the older infants, 211the
newborn groups acquired the conditioned sucking response
and satiated to the preshift stimulus set. The release from
satiation data are displayed in the right portion of Figure 2.
Randomization tests for independent samples indicated that
both the "bu" and the "du" groups differed significantly from
thecontrolgroup,1(28)= 2.21,p < .025,and 1(28)= 2.25,p
< .025, respectively. However, unlike the 2-month-olds, the
newborns in the [da] group did not differ reliably from the
control group, 1(28)= 1.01. Thus, the newborns appeared to
be insensitive to a change involving only a singleconsonant.
The data were examined for indications that the syllables
were represented as a sequence of stop consonant plus vowel.
As for the 2-month-olds, the "bu" and "du" groups did not
differ significantly, (28) ==0.10, with respect to postshift
sucking increases. Finally, the times to rehabituate to the
postshift stimulus sets were 5.3 min for "bu," 4.3 min for
"duo" and 5.1 min for "da." Comparisons of these times
indicated no differencesbetween the "bu" and either the "du,"
(28) = 1.63, or "da," (28) = 0.32, groups.
Discussion
The present experiment focused on young infants' representations of syllables containing the same initial consonant.
We sought evidence that infant's representations of these
syllableswere structured in terms of phonetic segments. The
- - ---- - -

data provide liule support for such a hypothesis. There was
no indication in either postshift sucking increases or in time
to rehabituation that infants responded differently to a new
instance from a familiar stop-consonant category than they
did to a new instance from a novel category. Instead, with the
exception of the newborns' responses to a novel syllable
involving only a consonant change, the infants responded
equally stronglyto the addition of a new syllableto the preshift
set.
The results with 2-month-olds replicate the findings of
Jusczyk and Oerrah (1987). They too used a multiple toke!}
preshift set and added new items in the postshift period from
either a familiar or novel stop-consonant category. They
found that infants detected all such additions and gave no
evidence of distinguishing between new items from either the
familiar or novel categories. The data on newborns from the
present study only partially replicate these results. Newborns
detected the addition of some of the ~yllablesand their performance did not distinguish between additions from the
familiar versusa novel consonant category. However, unlike
the 2-month-olds, the newborns did not detect the addition
of a new item, [da], that differedonly in its initial consonant
from one of the members, [ba], in the preshift set. There are
at least two possible explanations for this result. First, newborns may simply lack the requisite sensory capacity to discriminate between stop-consonant contrasts. However, this
explanation is apparently ruled out by findings (e.g., Bertoncini, Bijeljac-Babic, Blumstein, & Mehler, 1987; Mehler,
1985) showing that newborns are capable of making such
discriminations. Thus, a second possible explanation is that
the newborn's representation may not be detailed enough to
distinguish between different stop consonants in this context.
If this were the case, then the ability of these infants to detect
the addition of the syllables[bu] and [du] to the preshift set
.

may be attributable to the greater salience (or perhaps superior
encoding) of inforn1ation relating to vowels than that relating
to consonants.

Experiments 2A and 2B
Although the previous experiment gave no indication that
young infants' representations of speech reflect an organization according to phonetic segments, it focused only on stopconsonant information. As we noted earlier, the surrounding
phonetic context strongly influences the physical form that
stop consonants take (A.M. Liberman et aI., 1967). In addition, stop consonants haverelativelybriefdurations compared
,\ith other types of phonetic segments. For such reasons, it
may be that infants are slower to develop representations of
stops than they are for segments, such as vowels, that tend to
be both of longer durations and more stable in different
phonetic contexts. To investigatethis possibility,the following
experiment was conducted.
Newborns and 2-month-olds were presented with a preshift
set of syllables that shared a common vowel: [bi], [si], [Ii],
[mil. During the postshift phase of the experiment a new
syllable was added to the set. For one group of infants, the
new syllablewas composed of the familiar vowel plus a new
consonant: [di]~For two other groups, the neW syllable ,,,'as
---
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one containing a new vowel. However, for one group the new
syllable, [dl] (as in "did"), included a vowel that is very close
to the original one in a psychologicalsimilarity space,whereas
for the other group the new syllable, [da], contained a vowel
perceived as very different from the original one (Shepard,
1972). The purpose of this manipulation was to determine
whether the degree of perceptual similarity of the vowelshad
any consequences for the way they were represented by infants. For an additional group of infants, the postshift set also
included a syllable containing a new vowel.However, for this
group, the new syllable,[mal, shared its initial consonant with
one of the preshift set members: [mil. Thus, the new item
differed only in its vowelquality. Finally, for a fifth group of
infants, the controls, the only change during the postshift
period was an increase in the frequency of one of the preshift
syllables,[miJ. As in the previous experiment, the prediction
was that if infants' representations are organized with respect
to phonetic segments, then this would be manifested in respondingduring the postshift period. Specifically,the addition
of a syllablecontaining the same vowelas the preshiftsyllables
should-be less novel than one containing a new vowel.

Design

lvlethod

Subjects

Procedure and Apparatus
The procedure and apparatus used were identical to that descri~d
for the previous experiment.

Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of synthetic spcech syll:!.bles prepared on a
PDP 11/23+ computer at the Spcech Perception Laboratory at the
- University of Oregon. The stimuli were prepared in the same fashion
as described in the previous experiment. The stimuli for the present
study consisted of s)'nthetic versions of the syllables [bi], [si], [Ii],
[mil, [di), [dl), [da), and [ma].Inspcction of natural tokens produced
by Peter Jusczyk revealed that the syllables tended to vary in their
overaJl length because of the time required to realize the initi:!.l
consonant. Rather than artificially truncate or augment the durations
of the synthetic _syllables to produce items \\;th the same overall
duration, we decided to control only the vowel length for items
including the same vowel (e.g., [bi), [si), [Ii), [mi], [di)). In this way,
we sought to avoid any changes in vowel quality that might result
from using vowels of unequal durations, Consequentl)', the syllables
ranged in their overaJl durations from 305 ms for [bi] and [di] to 440
ms for [siloThe s)'llables all had the same basic pitch contour, which
began at 120 Hz, rose to a peak value of 125 Hz after 45 ms, and
then fell linearly to a terminal value of 100 Hz.
The syllables containing the vowel [i) all moved from fonnant
frequency values appropriate for the accompan);ng consonant to
target values of 220 Hz, 2250 Hz, and 3200 Hz for the first, second.,
and third formants, respectively. The vocalic portion of these syllables
had an overall duration of 250 ms. The comparable values for the
syllablc:s containing (a) were first-, secondo, and third.formant frequencies of 720 Hz, 1200 Hz, and 2400 Hz, respectively, and an
overall vowel duration of250 ms. The [dl] syllable had first, second,
and third formant frequencies of 400 Hz, 1890 Hz, and 2580 Hz,
respectively, and an overall vowel duration of 250 ms.

Each infant was sec:n for a single experimental session. At each age
level, an equal number of subjects (16 two-month-olds and 20 newborns) was assigned randomly to the five test groups. All subjects
heard the same set of syllables during the preshift phase, a randomly
varying sequence of [bi], [si], [Ii), and [mi]. The groups were dilTcrentiated according to the stimuli presented in the postshift phase (see
Table 2). As in the previous experiment, new syllables introduced
during the postshift period occurred with a frequency equal to that
of all the other s)'lIables combined. For subjects in the "di" group, a
syllable [di] including the same vo el as the other s)'lIabJes was added
to the set during the postshift period. For subjects in the "dan group,
the new syllable, [da), included a vowel that was perceptually quite
different fnbm the [i) vowel contained in the other syllables in the set.
For subjects, in the "dl" group, the new s)'llable, [dl), was perceptually
similar to the [i) vowel common to the other set members. For
subjects in the "ma" group, the new item [mal also contained a
different vowel from the other set members; however, unlike the iwo
previous groups, its initial consonant was the same as one of the
original set members, [mil. Finally, for subjects in the control group,
the only change during the postshift pcriod was an increase in the
frequency of occurrence for [mil, which now occurred as often as all
the other syllables combined.

Experimenl2A.
The subjects were 80 infants (44 male, 36 female)
with a mean age of 10.2 weeks. To obtain the 80 infants for this
study, 240 were tested. Subjects were excluded for the following
reasons: crying (54%), falling asleep prior to shift (21 %), failure to
acquire the conditioned response (6%), failure to meet the habituation
criterion (6%), ceasing to suck during the course of the experiment
(9%), miscellaneous (bowel movements, hiccoughs, etc.; 4%).
Experimel/l 2B. The subjects were 100 infants (49 male, 51
female) \\;th a mean age of 4.37 days (mean gestational age was 39.6
weeks and mean weight was 3,312 g). To obtain the 100 infants for
this study, it was necessary to test 203. Subjects were excluded for the
following reasons: crying (19%), falling asleep prior to shift (43%),
failure to meet the habituation criterion (15%), ceasing to suck during
the course of the expcriment (17%), miscellaneous (6%).

Results

Experiment 2A
The data were analyzed as in the previous experiment.
Difference scoreswere calculated for each subject to assess(a)
TabIe 2
Design of Experime11l 2A and 2B
Test
Postshift set
condition
Preshift set
di
bi, si, Ii, mi bi, si, Ii, mi, di

Change
new consonant
only
dl
bi, si, Ii, mi bi, si, Ii, mi, dl
new close
vowel
da
bi, si, Ii, mi bi, si, Ii, mi, da newdistant
vowel
ma
bi, si, Ii, mi bi, si,li, ma
new vowel
only
control
bi, si, Ii, mi bi, si, Ii, mi
none
NOle. In each case the frequency of occurrence of the new token is
equated to the frequency of all the other tokens combined.
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acquisition of the sucking response. (b) satiation to the preshift
stimulus set. and (c) release from satiation during the first 2
min of the postshift period. As in the previous experiment.
subjects in all five groups acquired the conditioned response
and satiated to the preshift stimulus. The data on release from
satiation are shown in the left portion of Figure 3. Randomization tests for independent samples. again used to assess
postshift sucking perfonnance. indicated that all four groups
displayed significant increases in sucking relative to the control group (t values with df = 30 ranged from 2.26 to 4.90. p
< .025 or belter. one-tailed). Thus. each type of addition to
the preshift set was detected by the 2-month-olds. The data
suggested no significant differences between response to a new
syllable from the familiar [i] vowel category and response to
instances from novel vowel categories. This was borne out by
statistical comparisons of these groups by means of randomization tests (t values with df = 30 ranged from 0.80 to 1.48).
Hence. additions from novel vowcl categories did not lead to
significantly greater resppnding than did an addition from the
familiar vowel category. Moreover. an examination of.the
ordering of the meaning recovery scores provided no evidence
that systematically increasing the dissimilarity of the new
syllable's vowel from the preshift vowellcd to greater sucking
increases.
As in the previous experiment, the times to rehabituate to
the postshift stimulus set were also analyzed. The mean times
to rehabituation were as follows: "di," 5.75 min; "da." 5.28
min; "dl." 5.44 min; and uma." 5.25 min. Comparisons
between the "diu group and each of the other groups revealed
no significant differences «( values with df = 30 ranged from
0.11 to 0.69). Thus, these data also did not provide any
indication that 2-month-olds represented the syllables as [i)
plus an initial consonant.

Experimelll 2B

satiated to the preshift stimulus. The release from satiation
data are shown in the right portion of Figure3. The statistical
analyses indicated that when compared with the control
group, three of the groups-"da." (38) = 2.23, p < .025; "dIn
(38) = 2.10, p < 0.25; and "ma," (38) = 1.79, p < .05showed significant postshift sucking increases. However. unlike with the 2-month-olds, the postshift perfonnance of the
[di] group did not differ from that of the control group, (38)
= 0.81. At first glance, this finding that only the groups who
heard syllables with new vowels showed significant postshift
sucking increases, supports an interpretation of representations structured in terms of phonetic segments. However.
further analyses of the data present some complications for
this interpretation. In particular. direct comparisons of the
[di] group with that of the [da). (38) = 1.02, the [dIJ, (38) =
1.0 I, and the [mal, (38) = 0.81, groups revealed no significant
differences in postshift sucking performance. This raises the
possibility that some other factor may have been responsible
for the lack of significant increase in postshift sucking by the
[di] group.
Comparisons were made of the fdaj-and- [dI] groups to.
determine whether closeness in vowel similarity space alTected
the newborns' representations_ The addition of a syllable
containing a distant vowel (i.e.. [daD did not produce significantly greater increases in sucking than did the addition of a
close vowel (i.e., [dID, 1(38) = 0.07. Thus, as with the 2month-olds, fine-grained information about the degree of
dissimilarity of the vowels did not appear to be preserved in
the newborns' representations of the syllables.
Finally, the times to rchabituate to the postshift series were
as follows: "di," 4.7 min; "da," 5.3 min; "dI," 5.7 min; and
"ma," 5.2 min. Randomization tests for independent samples
comparing the familiar category group to each of the other
groups yielded no evidence of significant differences on this
measure «( values with df= 38 ranged from 0.74 to 1.30).

The data for the newborns were analyzed in the same
fashion. All groups acquired the conditioned response and
VOWEL CATEGORIZATION
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Figure J. Mcan change in postshift sucking for the 2-month-old and
newborn subjects in each of the test conditions for the vowel categorization task. (The scores are determined by subtracting the average
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Discllssioll
Experiments 2A and 2B examined whether infants' early
representations of speech sounds are structured in terms of
vowel segments. The data from the 2-month-olds provided
little support for such structured representations. All of the
additions to the original stimulus set were detected by these
infants, and there was no evidence that new instances that
included the familiar vowelwere responded to any differently
than ones that contained novel vowels. Similarly, the rehabituation time data did not differentiate among the various
sorts of additions during the postshift period for the 2-montholds. In this respect, the vowel data for the 2-month-0Ids
resemble the consonant data in the previous experiment. In
both cases. there was no indication that the infants treated
additions from a familiar phonetic category differently from
ones from a novel category.
The data for the newborns present a different picture.
Additions involving novel vowel changes were detected,
whereas the addition of a new syllable that preserved the
familiar vowel was not. There are at least three possible
explanations for this result. First, the newborn's representations may be segmented \\;th respect to the vowels. Second,
---
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the newborns' representations may be insufficiently detailed
to distinguish between different consonants. Third, the newborns' attention may be drawn to the vocalic portion of the
syllables, which tend to be considerably louder and longer
than the accompanying consonants. Thus, for syllables in
which there is a great discrepancy in duration and amplitude
of consonants and vowels, they may ignore the least salient
aspects of the syllables. Let us consider each of these possibilities.
The first possibility is that the newborns did not manifest
significant postshift increases in sucking because they formed
categories on the basis of the common vowel, [i]. This implies
that the underlying representations may have encoded the
syllables as consisting of a vowel plus some initial consonant.
This may explain why the newborns in the [di] group did not
differ significantly from the controls. However, there are two
problems with this explanation. The first is that further analysis of the data also revealed no significant dificrences between
the [di] group and any of the novel vowel groups with respect
to postshift sucking behavior. Although this outcome does
not necessarily rule out representations structured in terms of
vowel segments, it-hardlyconstitutes positive evidence for the
existence of such representations. A second problem with this
explanation concerns the lack of evidence that 2.month-olds
formed categories on the basis of vowel segments. Still, one
might argue that the conditions necessary for categorization
(e.g., see Bomba & Siqucland, 1983) were not met for the
older infants. In particular, they may have been able to rctain
much detail about the particular exemplars that they heard
and thus treated all new cxemplars as novel. It may be
necessary to increase the number of tokens in the preshift set
or to introduce a delay period between familiarization and
testing in order for 2-month-olds to form catcgories based on
vowel identity. Hence, at the very least, more research is
necessary to verify claims that young infants form categories
on the basis of vocalic segments.
The second possibility is that the performance of the newborns in the [di] group is attributable to insufficiently detailed
representations rather than ones struct.ured in terms of phonetic segments. This alternative is suggested by the results of
the previous experiment wherein the newborns did not show
a significant increase in postshift sucking when only conson.
antal information was changed in the new syllable. It was
suggested then that the newborns' representations were nct
sufficiently detailed to differentiate between the consonants.
If the consonantal information in the syllables were encoded
in a global way only, then the addition of an item like [di]
would not be differentiated from another item like [bi] in the
original stimulus set.
The third possible explanation for the newborns' beha ior
is similar to the second in that it attributes the performance
to an insufficiently detailed representation. However, unlike
the second explanation, it identifies the lack of detail with a
failure to altend to the relevant information. The implication
here is that under other circumstances infants may encode
suOicient detail to differentiate among consonants. For example, if there were less discrepancy in the overall duration
and amplitude of the consonantal and vocalic portions of the
stimuli, then the infants might encode the detail necessary to
differentiate among various consonants.
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To explore these last two possibilities further, we decided
to test an additional group of infants at each age level. By
simply rearranging the syllables in our original stimulus sets,
we arrived at a situation in which the new syllable added to
the set was both more discriminable from the others and at
the same time better matched with respect to the duration
and amplitude of its consonantal and vocalic portions. This
time, rather than adding a new syllable from the same manner
class (i.e., stop consonant) as one of the preshift set members,
the new syllable came from an entirely different manner class.
The same five syllables were used, but this time the preshift
set consisted of [bi], [di], [Ii], and [mi]. The new token added
during the postshift period was [si]. Although this new test
condition does not allow us to definitively accept or reject
either of these two alternatives, it does help define the level
of detail present in the representations.
In this follow-up experiment, 16 two-month-olds and 20
newborns were tested. As expected, the mean increase in
postshift sucking for the 2-month-olds (7.53 for the first 2min period) was significantly greater than that of the controls,
1(30) = 3.53, p < .00 I. In contrast, the mean postshift increase
for the .newborns (2.40 for the first 2-min period) did not
differ significantly from the controls, 1(38) = 0.19. These
results have important implications for both alternatives that
we are considering here. If the newborns' behavior is the result
of a discrepancy between the consonantal and vocalic portions
of the signal, then with the exception of clusters and artificially
shortened segments, it is likely that only vowel information
is encoded. Alternatively, if an insufiiciently detailed representation is the cause, then perhaps it is insufiicient to distinguish not only within particular classes of consonants, such
as stops, but also among consonants in general. Either way,
the implication is that the \'ocalic portions of the syllables are
favored in the earliest representations of speech. In light of
the important role that the vocalic portion of the signal plays
in carrying prosodic as well as phonetic information (e.g.,
Goldsmith, 1976; Libem1an & Prince, 1977), this bias to~vards
vowels may serve the infant wcll in language acquisition.
Nevertheless, given the 2-month-olds' data, it is clear that
these representations become considerably more differentiated over a short period of time.

General Discussion
The present results indicate that infants even a few days old
possess the means for dealing with a stimulus set varied in its
phonetic structure. Evidently, they can encode the members
of the set in a distinctive way that permits the detection of
certain additions to the set. For newborns, this ability was
most obvious when the new syllablesincorporate a new vowel,
whereas 2-month-olds appeared to be equally adept at dealing
with both consonant and vowelvariations. Thus, in addition
to their keen sensory capacities (e.g., see Aslin et aI., 1983),
young infants have some capacity for representing speech
sounds.
The capacity that infants in the present study demonstrated
for coping with variation in syllablecontent is reminiscent of
capacities exhibited in other contexts. In particular, Kuhl
(1979, 1983) found that 6-month-olds were able to demonstrate some form of perceptual constancy for speech by ignor-------
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ing variations introduced by changes in pitch and talkers'
voices. In these studies, the phonetic identity of the syllables
remained constant while the pitch and talker's voice changed.
Later work with 6-month-olds by Hillenbrand (1985) extended these results to speech sound classes such as manner
of articulation. Moreover, according to Kuhl and !>'.tiller
(1982), evcn 2-month-old infants are able to ignore simple
variations in pitch to perform a vowel discrimination ([a] vs.
[i)). Howevcr, when vowel identity was varied, infants in this
age range were unable to discriminate :i pitch change. This
latter study is particularly relevant to the present one because
in Experiment I both the newborns and 2-month-olds were
able to detect the inclusion of a new syllable despite vowel
variations in thc preshift set.
What explain the ability of infants in the present study to
cope with vowel variation when Kuhl and Miller's (1982)
subjects could not? One possibility is procedural differences.
Kuhl and Milkr used a version of the high-amplitude sucking
procedure similar to one used by Eilers and Minilie (1975).
As in the modified high-amplitude sucking procedure, there
was some \'ariation in the preshift set, althouglt only two
different alternating tokens were presented inst~ad of four
randomly ordered ones. Nevertheless, it is hard to see why
this change might have increased the diniculty of the task for
Kuhl and Miller's subjects. If an~1hing, the rr:odified highamplitude sucking procedure imposes a much greater memory load. A more likely explanation for the dilTerence is that
in order to succeed, Kuhl and Miller's subjects had to switch
perceptual dimensions, whereas subjects in the present study
did not. Specifically, the variation in the preshift set for their
infants was phonetic identity, but the discrimination involved
pitch differences. In the present study, there was no need to
shift attention away from phonetic identity of the stimuli
because the added item changed along this dimension. Whatever the reason for the success of the present subjects, it is
clear that even newborn infants possess the capacity to encode
a considerable amount ofinfoffi1ation about diOerent speech
sounds.
The present study also explored whether young infants'
representations of syllables are further segmented into smaller
units such as component consonants and vowels. An indication that syllable representations are segmented in this way
would have been a finding that new instances from a familiar
consonant or vowel category were responded to differently
from new instances from a novel category. The present study
provides little support for such segmented syllable representations. In only one out offour cases-the newborns' responsiveness to changes in vowel category-was there any indication that items from the familiar category were treated differently than were items from a novel category. Moreover, as we
noted earlier, there is even an alternative explanation for this
result, namely, that the newborns' representations are insufficiently detailed to capture stop consonant differences in
syllables. Such an account fits well with the view that young
infants representations of syllables are holistic or undifTerentiated with respect to phonetic segments.
It is obviously premature to draw firm conclusions about
whether the young infant's representations of speech are
structured in phonetic segments. As we noted earlier, a pro-
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ponent of a segmental view might argue that the lack of
positive evidence for such representations in the present results and those of Jusczyk and Derrah (1987) is somehow
attributable to infants' superb speech processing capacities.
For example, their discriminative abilities lead them to respond to just about any diITerencein the speech sounds and
this overwhelms any eOect of similarity of shared consonant
or vowel segments. Of course, proponents of this viewwould
have to explain why the newborns did not respond to the
consonant difTerencein Experiment 2. Our own sympathies
lie with the alternative account, that the representations are
undifTerentiated with respect to consonant and vowel segments and that infants encode only globaldifferences among
the syllables;our position is based morc on grounds of parsimony than on definitive evidence ruling out segmental representations. The grounds are that the infant data can be
accounted for by assuming that thc infant represents the
critical distinctive information in syllables without making
the extra assumption that syllables are internally segmented
into consonants and vowels. There is liule cvidence that
phonetic segments serve as units in on-line speech processing
for adults (Cutler, Mehler, Nonis, & Segui, 1983, 1987;Foss
& Gernsbacher, 1983; Mehler, Domergues, Frauenfelder, &
Segui; 1981~ Savin & Bever,' 1970). Attempts to segment
syllablesinto phonetic components have repeatedly met with
failure (A.M. Liberman et aI., 1967). In addition, studies with
pre1iterate children (e.g., Jusczyk, 1977; 1.Y. Liberman,
Shankweiler, Fisher, & Carter, 1974; Savin, 1972;Treiman &
Baron, 1983;Walley, Smith, & Jusczyk, 1986) and illiterate
adults (Morais, Cary, Alegria,& Bertelson, 1979) have shown
that these groups have diniculty in attending to phonetic
segments in speech. fndeed, findings of the latter sort have
\cd some to argue that any sort of phonemic representation
of speech may emerge only in conjunction with learning to
read (e.g.,Jusczyk, 1982; I.Y. Liberman et aI., 1974; Morais
et aI., 1979).
The issue of whether young infants' representations of
syllables are structured in phonetic segments will be resolved
only with additional data. For instance, positive evidence
implicating some other organization of speech sounds into
units (e.g.,syllablesor wholewords) might counter arguments
that infants' representations are structured according to phonetic segments. Similarly, converging evidence from other
paradigms may help to detennine whether the newborns in
the present study responded as they did because their representations were insuniciently precise or because their representations included a common vowel segment. One point that
does seem clear is that the newborns' behavior is not due to
the lack of the underlying sensory capacity to discriminate
syllables like [bi] from [di] or [si]. Bertoncini et al. (1987)
demonstrated that newborns can detect such difTerencesin a
simple discrimination situation. Rather, it is only in a test
situation that requires the infant to represent the individual
syllables that we note such failures in detecting new items.
Hence, we argue that the kind of changes in performance
noted here are changes in the representational capacities of
infants.
Ultimately, studies of the present sort attempt to portray
the initial state of the infant's representations of speech
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sounds. Understanding the initial state makes it possible to
assess the impact that knowledge of the sound structure of a
particular language has on the form these representations
take. It also aids in understanding the role of the infant's basic
capacitics in language acquisition. There are strong indications in the present study that the infant's representations are
developing even during the first 2 months of life. Thus, the
newborns give no evidence of distinguishing a new token that
differs only in its initial consonant from the other syllables in
the preshift set. As noted earlier, this seems not to be so much
a change in the ability to discriminate differences between
initial stop consonants as it is an ability to do so under the
conditions that the present paradigm imposes. In other words,
the development appears to be related to an increase in the
ability to represent the speech sounds in a more distinctive
manner, one that allows the infant to recognize that a new
token dim~rs from those previously heard.
This tendency for the infant to move in the dircction from
global toward more specific representations may be an ongoing process that takes place over a number of years. Recently,
Walley et al. (1986) reported that even in children as old as 6
to 8 years of age there is an increase in the ability to attend
to single phoneme relations that is apparently related to the
development of spoken word recognition and lexical access.
This sort of finding is consistent with Jusczyk's (1985a) claims
that more detailed representations devclop as more words are
added to the lexicon. The resulting picture of the perceptual
development process as involving diOcrentiation through a
more distinctive encoding of speech sounds is very much in
the spirit of Gibson's (1969) observations. Howe\.er, the key
difference is that Gibson focused on the pickup of information
in the stimulus rather than on the perceptual representation
of such information.
Outside of the domain of speech perception, the present
results also ha\.e implications for students of language acquisition. Recently, scholars in this area have given a great deal
of attention to issues surrounding the leamability of language
(e.g., Osherson, Stob, & Weinstein, 1986; Pinker, 1984; Wexler & Culicover, 1980). Discussions have focused on the
assumptions one has to make about the initial state of the
organism that permit one to set parameters appropriately to
arrive at a correct complement of grammatical rules. Much
attention is given to the logical, syntactic, and semantic
prerequisites. Up to now, the contribution of the infant's
underlying speech processing capacities has been all but ignored. The present study provides an indication of how such
factors could directly influence the language acquisition process. First, there are indications that infants may be predisposed
to attend to the vocalic aspects of the signal. Such a predisposition has obvious utility that extends well beyond the
acquisition of the phonetic segments of the language. Vowels
are a rich source of information about the prosodic structure
of the language as well. Moreover, a predisposition to attend
to such carriers of prosody could be helpful in acquiring more
than just the phonological structure of the language. Thus,
other work in our laboratories demonstrates that the infant
may use prosodic information to distinguish utterances in a
maternal versus nonmatemallanguage
(Jusczyk, Halsted, &
Mehler, 1987; Mehler, Lambertz, Jusczyk, & Amiel-Tison,
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1986), and as an index of important syntactic boundaries
within a language (Hirsh-Pasek et aI., 1987). Second, understanding how the input from a given language influences the
representation of the sound properties of lexical items could
well illuminate the interactions that occur between input and
underlying capacities in other linguistic domains where
choices between optional representations must be made (e.g.,
syntax).
In conclusion, the present study constitutes only a first step
toward understanding the way in which the infant develops a
representation of the $ound properties of words for use in
fluent speech processing. The stud)' demonstrates that even
infants only a few days old possess some capacity for representing important differences in speech sounds. Although
there is little indication that the infants' representations of the
syllables are organized according to phonetic segments, further research is necessary to settle this issue definitively. One
interesting aspect of the results is the discovery of developmental differences in speech processing for the first time with
infants in this age range. This last finding may be attributable
to the fact that the present experiments were directed at the
infants' perceptual representations of speech rather than at

their sensory capacities.

.
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